Abstract-We present numerical calculations that support the existence of electronic states confined in the continuous part of the spectrum in single rectangular quantum wells and barriers. We study the conditions necessary for the creation of these states. We find strong energetic and spatial localization of quasi-bound states at high energies in the conduction band. The results can be used in the design of optoelectronic devices that operate on the basis of continuum bound states.
INTRODUCTION
The quantum mechanics predicts the existence of quasi-bound states in the continuous part of the spectrum for electronic confinement of exotic potentials [1] [2] [3] . Experimentally, these states have been demonstrated in 1992 [4] . These states, also known as continuum bound states or above barrier states, have properties -strong energetic and spatial localization -similar to those of the discrete energy levels. Optical transitions involving electronic states of this type have been found recently in several complex quantum systems [6] [7] [8] . The development of new spectroscopies, such as those that work with temporal resolution, opens way to study the quasi-bound states from the experimental standpoint [9, 10] . The aim of this work is to begin systematic, detailed and profound studies about the conditions that generate quasi-bound states. So it would be possible to design optoelectronic devices that operate through optical transitions between these states.
MODEL
Earlier, we have been carried out works where we study the quasi-bound states in quantum wells with different potential profiles [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . These studies show that the quasi-bound states exist not only for exotic potentials, but also for typical confinement potentials. In the present paper, the systems under study are a rectangular quantum well Al x Ga 1−x As/GaAs/Al x Ga 1−x As and a rectangular quantum barrier GaAs/Al x Ga 1−x /GaAs. In Fig. 1 , we show (a) the density of states of the bulk materials GaAs and Al x Ga 1−x As, and (b) the schematic representation of the formation of the GaAs/Al x Ga 1−x As quantum well. The methodology of the study relies on solving the Schrödinger equation within the tight-binding model [16] in terms of the Green functions. The electronic structure calculations are performed within the lines of the spin-dependent sp 3 s * orbital basis and the Surface Green Function Matching method (SGFM). We calculate numerically the density of electronic states (DOS) in the center of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone, around the interval of interest, from −15 to +15 eV. We found the energy and spatial distributions of the quasi-bound states.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 1(a) , we present the DOS versus energy for the continuum part of the energy spectrum in the case of a rectangular quantum well with a thickness of 5 ML and potential depth of 282 meV that corresponds to an Aluminum concentration of 0.3. It is possible to see the existence of a state above the barrier at an energy of 4.915 eV. In Fig. 1(b) , we show the spatial distribution of the mentioned energy state finding a strong localization that resemblances to a rather large state linked to the discrete spectrum part. At first sight, the electronic state above the barrier seems a bound state, so in order to investigate a little bit more about the nature of this kind of states we calculate the spatial distribution for the above barrier state of Fig. 1 as well as the spatial distribution of the firsts state confined within the discrete spectrum part for the same parameters used in Fig. 1 .
To determine the degree of localization of a bound state or quasi-bound state we analyzed its spatial distribution in discrete scale where the unit is one atomic layer (Figs. 2 and 3) . In Figs the monolayer is a discrete unit that contains two different atomic layers, one of cation and one of anion. We can see a bound state in the discrete spectrum part as a Bloch state of constant spectral strength which oscillates at the atomic scale with a monolayer period, Fig. 3(a) . The amplitude of these oscillations changes when we change the imaginary part of the energy in the numerical calculation. In other words, the probability of finding the bound state outside the well tends to zero. The curve in monolayer scale is the envelope of the curve at atomic scale. If the state is bound in the continuum we observe the same behavior (Fig. 3) . However, the magnitude of the oscillations is still within the numerical error of the calculation.
In the process of building a barrier or well, as usual, we look at the main gap, but if we consider higher energies we see pseudo-gaps in which other confinement effects can occur (see Fig. 1 ). The confinement effects in the pseudo-gaps can be radically different from these effects in the main gaps. As an example we consider a potential barrier (in the main gap) formed by GaAs/Al x Ga 1−x As/GaAs with the same parameters (well width and potential depth) as in Fig. 1 . If we look at the energy interval of 3 to 5 eV it is possible to observe the formation of a "pseudo-well" due to the "pseudo-band gap" discontinuities between GaAs and Al x Ga 1−x As, Fig. 4 . So, a state would be within a "pseudo-well" and would be quasi-bound, see Figs. 2 and 3. We can understand a quasi-bound state as a Bloch state that was confined some time in the well. The state then escapes because the density of states in the pseudo-gap is different from zero. We have found other energy intervals within "pseudo-wells" that could confine, better or worse, energy states. This could be an explanation of the quasi-bound states observed in single quantum barriers [17, 18] . Although, further studies are needed to understand the exact mechanism that originates the quasi-bound states in single quantum wells and barriers.
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-1 Figure 4 : GaAs/Al x Ga 1−x /GaAs quantum barrier (at the main gap) forming a "pseudo-well" in the energy interval of 3 to 5 eV. The parameters and energy origin are the same as in Fig. 1 .
CONCLUSION
We found a way to design quantum wells that generate quasi-bound states for electrons. The procedure is based on the wave nature of the electron. The results will facilitate the search for systems that contain embedded quantum wells between two superlattices where Capasso states appear with spatial localization in the well region and with strong energy localization over the barrier. Optical transitions between quasi-bound states and between bound and quasi-bound states could be of practical interest in different applications of quantum wells.
